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shortly after the theatrical release

othe lord of the rings the

fellowship of the ring in december 2001 richard neitzel
holzapfel encouraged me to write an article regarding the lord of
the rings and its application to the latterday
latter day saint classroom while
1I believe that the proper atmospberefor
atmosphere for teaching literature is in the literature classroom 1I am keenly aware of the popularity of the works of
JJ R R tolkien 1and their potential applicability to the teaching of
gospel principles I have observed however that most of my students are
not clear as to why they enjoy the stories of middle earth and what
draws them into this particular world of fantasy my remarks are
intended to introduce teachers to some of the reasons behind the natukiens works the youth of the
tolkiens
ral gravitation of their students to Tol
church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latterday
latter day saints are sensitive to true prinofgood
ciples and they nell
will
of good
sood
willfond
ssnd the truths of eternity in the writings osgood
soof
willfind
sind
find
bad
people not every man who has written his mind or has had
haf his works
published or has been lauded by the academics of the world has been a
Tolkein
good man john ronald reuel tomkein
tolkein however is one of the best As
to whether every teacher in the church educational system ought to
read the hobbit and the lord of the rings 1I will say no more
quoted advice with a bit of a wry smile A man
oftquoted
than to repeat my oft
be has v
is not truly educated until he

A personal introduction

thirtyfive
thirty five years ago shortly after 1I returned home from a mission
ofj
to southern mexico a friend introduced me to the writings of
ofaJ R R
premuel to the lord of
called prequel
socalled
tolkien I1 began with the nobbit the so
the rings ten days later I1 put down the return of the king hungering
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for more and there was no more 1I scoured the bookstores for
Tol
kiens poetry and prose and joyfully found the tolkien reader
tolkiens
wooten major farmer giles of ham the adventures of tom
smith of
ofwooten
Bom
bombadil
badil and the lovely leaf by niggle yet of hobbits and elves 1I
could learn nothing more As a result of what I1 considered to be a literary dearth 1I returned to the original four volumes and devoured
them again and again each reading revealed aspects of the narrative
that 1I had missed each reading increased the hunger for whatever it
was that tolkiens
Tol kiens works had addicted me to 1I am not sure that 1I
could have articulated what it was 1I desired 1I knew only that the desire
within me was waiting impatiently to be satisfied
in an act of desperation 1I began to do what 1I would now term a
survey of literature 1I perused the periodical indices subsequently
making copies of every news article 1I could find on tolkien and his creations in the process 1I learned of Tol
kiens affection for the writings
tolkiens
of george macdonald william morris H rider haggard and other
nineteenth century fantasists in short order 1I discovered for myself
nineteenthcentury
that my tastes ran in the same channel my personal library began to
Tol kiens intimate friendships with C S lewis
grow 1I learned of tolkiens
charles williams and the other oxford inklings as they styled
themselves my reading of the chronicles of narnia and the pere
landra trilogy began a lifelong love of lewiss narrative gift and led me
ultimately to his outwardly theological writings at which 1I was
leff
aft
cft
eft
awestruck
awe
struck williamss the place of the lion and the greater trumps left
me spellbound and 1I could not desist until 1I had acquired all of
Tol
kiens scant corpus of published works my bookshelves smiled
tolkiens
more and more deeply at the discovery of each of these literary and
kiens life
personal companions that graced Tol
tolkiens
As 1I probed into his history 1I became aware of his academic back
ground 1I learned of his love of the english language in all of its
permutations his native gift for language acquisition and his scholarly
grasp of the historical development of language 1I had long been aware
of and fascinated with the runic systems of the hobbit and the lord of
the rings together with the elvish scripts in all their varieties 1I began
to realize that these along with the various invented linguistic pieces
of poetry and dialogue were not merely creative frosting but were part
of a vast seamless panorama from which the stories had been taken
the more 1I became aware of his professional pursuits the more 1I
became intrigued by the obvious connection between the real world
and the world of middle earth 1I sensed that no true appreciation of
what tolkien had accomplished in his writings could ever materialize
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unless I1 understood the fountain from which their creation sprang so
compellingly did this realization strike me that 1I changed majors at the
time 1I began my masters program 1I had been a spanish major 1I
would now delve into the mysteries of english language and linguistics A year after 1I completed this advanced degree 1I mourned the
death of john ronald reuel tolkien a man whom 1I had never met but
whom 1I had come to know intimately

scholar1
tolkien the scholars
scholar

1

Bloem fontein south africa
tolkien was born 3 january 1892 in bloemfontein
to arthur and mabel tolkien emigrants from birmingham england
his father worked as the bank manager for the bank of africa in the
orange free state by february 1896 however ronald tolkien and
his younger brother hillary were fatherless their mother returned to
england with her sons in the summer of 1896 but died of diabetes
eight years later the two boys were raised by relatives under the guid
ance of a local parish priest their mother having been received into the
catholic church four years before her death john ronald followed a
course of study at king edwards school where he clearly manifested
an aptitude for languages first with latin and greek and later with
welsh french and german although Tol
kiens linguistic gift helped
tolkiens
him learn ancient and foreign languages his mind gravitated toward
the reasons why languages were as they were how and why they dif
cered he studied philology and in due time discovered anglo saxon
fered
and the epic beowulf and from thence to middle english and sir
gawain and the green knigbt
knight he then turned to old norse and the
tounger eddas the literary treasures of iceland in his final
elder and younger
Ka lavala the principal
year at king edwards he discovered the kalapala

depository of finnish mythology
his love of language motivated him to create languages of his
own sometimes in collaboration with cousins and friends using eng
lish greek french spanish and latin elements as the building blocks
for the phonetics and vocabulary his first serious language invention
however evolved from his study of gothic the sole survivor of the
east germanic family of languages he created words and phrases in
the gothic manner and then proposed etymologies that would link
them to extant vocabulary or to languages of more ancient date in
1912 he abandoned gothic as the catalyst and turned to finnish
from which would develop the family of elvish languages with which
kiens works have become familiar quenya
quenda in parmost readers of Tol
tolkiens
A variety of language permutations would develop as tolkien
ticular
ti
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incorporated linguistic principles from welsh and other exotic languages
Sin
darin laiquendi moriquendi and others nearly forty
sindarin
producing sindayin
languages in all
in december 1910 tolkien was awarded an open classical exhibition to exeter college at oxford university and matriculated there
in the fall of 1911 by 1913 he was preparing for his degree in the
hondours
honours school of english language and literature at exeter As he
grist
cynevrulfs grest
progressed in his studies of anglo saxon he read cynewulfs
crist
two lines of which struck him forcefully
beorhtast
Earendel engla beorbtast
eala earendel
sended
oner
jonnum bended
ofer middangeard monnum

hail Earendel brightest of angels
above the middleearth
middle earth sent unto men

from this meager beginning would derive a series of poems and
stories that would serve as the foundation of the mythology of middle
earth the book of lost tales
tolkien graduated from exeter with first class honors in the summer of 1915 and was immediately commissioned in the lancashire
fusiliers and sent to france during the first world war he spent
almost all of 1917 convalescing in england from trench fever with
little more to do than to write the book of lost tales in november of
1918 he returned to oxford university to serve on the staff responsible for publishing the oxford english dictionary a ten volume work
documenting the historical development of the english language from
its roots to the present in 1920 he accepted an appointment at leeds
university as reader in english language and in 1924 was elected professor of english language at the same institution in the summer of
1925 tolkien was invited to return to oxford as the rawlinson and
bosworth professor of anglo saxon during his tenure at oxford
bobbit an instant literary success published in 1937
tolkien wrote the hobbit
eight years later he was elected merton professor of english language
and literature at oxford a chair that he held until his retirement in
1959 while at merton tolkien published the lord qoff the rings

tolkien the mythmaker
the lord of the rings must be seen as part of the vast panorama
devised by tolkien twenty years before the hobbit was published As
professor tolkien clearly states in his foreword to the lord of the
rings this tale grew in the telling until it became a history of the
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great war of the ring and included many glimpses of the yet more
was
ancient history that preceded it it was begun soon after the hobbit
hobbitws
written and before its publication in 1937 but 1I did not go on with this
sequel for I1 wished first to complete and set in order the mythology
and legends of the elder days which had then been taking shape for
some years I1 desired to do this for my own satisfaction and I1 had lit
tle hope that other people would be interested in this work especially
since it was primarily linguistic in inspiration and was begun in order to
history for elvish tongues 2
provide the necessary background of
ofhistory
Tol
kiens narrative references to the ancient history are not
tolkiens
mere literary posing for rhetorical effect in a letter to W H auden
tolkien addressed the issue directly after referring to his particular
linguistic tastes tolkien writes all this only as background to the
stories though languages and names are for me inextricable from the
stories they are and were so to speak an attempt to give a background
or a world in which my expressions of linguistic taste could have a
function the stories were comparatively late in coming 3
when the stories did come they came with an underlying purpose far grander than the creation of a world where his languages
might be spoken in a letter to milton waldman tolkien confesses
the great design

do not laugh but once upon a time

my crest has long since fallen
I1 had in mind to make a body of more or less connected legend
ranging from the large and cosmogonic to the level of romantic
fairy story the larger founded on the lesser in contact with the
earth the lesser drawing splendour from the vast backcloths
which 1I could dedicate simply to to england to my country it
should possess the tone and quality that 1I desired somewhat cool
and clear be redolent of our air the clime and soil of the north
west meaning britain and the hither parts of europe not italy or
the aegean still less the east and while possessing if 1I could
achieve it the fair elusive beauty that some call celtic though it is
rarely found in genuine ancient celtic things it should be high
purged of the gross and fit for the more adult mind of a land long
now steeped in poetry 1I would draw some of the great tales in fullness and leave many only placed in the scheme and sketched the
cycles should be linked to a majestic whole and yet leave scope for
other minds and hands wielding paint and music and drama

absurd

4

this letter was drafted in 1951 three years before the first publi
bubli
cation of the lord of the rings and yet tolkien already had in hand
much of what he had described to waldman the book of lost tales
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begun while tolkien was yet an undergraduate at oxford university
recounted the history of middle earth during the first and second
ages of the world vast periods of time carefully chronicled in prose
and poetry christopher tolkien J R R Tol
kiens son and literary
tolkiens
executor has during the past thirty years brought to light this enor
mous historical backdrop of which the hobbit and the lord of the
illion the book of lost
silmarillion
rings were eventually made part the Silmar
beleriand
beleriano
tales the lays of Bele
riand the shaping of middle earth the lost
road and the war of the jewels among others reveal with their
Tol kiens stories regarding the war of the ring
grandeur of scope why tolkiens
have verisimilitude for an accurate depiction of the grueling process
and the sometimes debilitating frustration that J R R tolkien suffered during the creation of this english mythology the reader is
kiens wonderful short story leaf by niggle
directed to Tol
tolkiens
5

tolkien the moralist

at the heart of every writer there is a teacher

part of the authors
soul that is compelled to tell a story with a moral some are more bla
tant about the didactic act than others but the instruction is delivered
just the same this is particularly true when the writer is fundamentally
ethical one who has a theological or religious fountain from which
his or her writing flows the degree to which a writer bares his or her
soul varies of course but to illustrate the subtlety of technique 1I turn
to two of the writers 1I discovered for myself shortly after 1I came in
kiens works C S lewis and charles williams the
contact with Tol
tolkiens
titles of charles williamss seven novels clearly indicate the theological
bent the author brought to his writing the place of the lion all hallows eve descent into hell shadows of ecstasy many dimensions war
in heaven and the greater trumps there is no obfuscating the reli
gious
bious aspects of the stories with allegory the ideas are plain and
clear
clearcut
cut on the other hand though deeply religious many of the fictional works of C S lewis are less aggressive theologically the
perelandra
elandra trilogy for example have
chronicles of narnia and the Per
religious icons depicted but they are generally far more allegorically
represented asian
aslan and ransom as christ figures heavily charged
names for characters and so forth if williams wears his religion on his
shirt cuff lewis has his farther up the sleeve tolkien however is far
more oblique close to his vest to continue the analogy
R R tolkien in 1981
before the publication of the letters off
of
debates raged over the religiosity of the hobbit and the lord of the
rings the waybread of the elves was seen by some to be the catholic
a
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galadriel
gai
Gal adnel
adriel as mother mary bilbo frodo
eucharist galadnel
brodo and sam as the
bearers of the cross either as christ figures or cyreneans
Cyreneans and so
forth other fans and scholars dismissed the whole discussion as non
sense that no overtly religious imagery and themes existed in
Tol
kiens works Tol
kiens letters however demonstrate that both
tolkiens
tolkiens
extremes were in error in a letter to robert murray a jesuit priest
who had written him regarding catholic elements in the trilogy
tolkien wrote
1I think I
1 know exactly what you mean by the order of grace and of
course by your references to our lady upon which all my own
small perception of beauty both in majesty and simplicity is founded
the
tie lord of the rings is of course a fundamentally religious and
catholic work unconsciously so at first but consciously in the revirevl
revi
sion
slon that is why 1I have not put in or have cut out practically all
references to anything like religion to cults or practices in the
imaginary world for the religious element is absorbed into the story
and the symbolism however that is very clumsily put and sounds
seif important than 1I feel for as a matter of fact 1I have con
self
more selfimportant
6
sciously
scious ly planned very little

letter written to deborah webster in october of 1958 in
which she had apparently asked for some pertinent personal facts
tolkien somewhat clarifies his position on religion in the stories after
addressing the influence of language on his writings

in

a

and there

are a few basic facts which however drily expressed are
really significant for instance I1 was born in 1892 and lived for my
early years in the shire in a premechanical
pre mechanical age or more impor
imbor
tant 1I am a christian which can be deduced from my stories and
in fact a roman catholic the latter fact perhaps cannot be
deduced though one critic by letter asserted that the invocations
galadriel
gai
Gal adnel
El bereth and the character of galadnel
adriel as directly described or
ofEl
ofelbereth
of
giali and sam were clearly related to
through the words of gimli
catholic devotion to mary another saw in waybread lembas
III p 213
viaticum and the reference to its feeding the will vol 111
ili
ill
and being more potent when fasting a derivation from the
bolour the mind in deal
eucharist that is far greater things may colour
story7
storyk
ing with the lesser things of a fairy story

in a subsequent letter to mrs ruth austin tolkien issues a caveat
in his amiable and kind hearted way 1 I was particularly interested in
1I think it is true that 1I owe much of
gai adriel
galadriel
Gal
adnel
your remarks about galadnel
this character to christian and catholic teaching and imagination
galadriel
gai
Gal adriel
adnel was a penitent in her youth a leader
about mary but actually galadnel
in the rebellion against the valar the angelic guardians at the end of
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the first age she proudly refused forgiveness or permission to return
she was pardoned because of her resistance to the final and over
whelming temptation to take the ring for herself 8
the temptation to interpret the lord of the rings is difficult to
resist but tolkien warns the reader from the very beginning
As for any inner meaning or message it has in the intention of
the author none it is neither allegorical nor topical As the story

grew it put down roots into the past and threw out unexpected
branches but its main theme was settled from the outset by the
inevitable choice of the ring as the link between it and the hobbit
bobbit
other arrangements could be devised according to the tastes or
views of those who like allegory or topical reference but I1 cordially
dislike allegory in all its manifestations and always have done so
since 1I grew old and wary enough to detect its presence 1I much prefer history true or feigned with its varied applicability to the
thought and experience of readers 1I think that many confuse applicability with allegory but the one resides in the freedom of the
reader and the other in the purposed domination of the author 9

kiens story line and narrative are naturally
therefore though Tol
tolkiens
shaped by his religious sentiments as a roman catholic one does not
need to be a catholic or even a christian to thoroughly enjoy his
works Is the waybread of the elves the eucharist or sacrament yes
and no it is like saying that soil air and moisture equal the lilies of
the field while it may be biologically true asserting the fact reduces
the description to mere chemistry and says nothing of the life of the
flowers nor of the beauty perceived by the travelers as they pass the
field if we are to find morality in tolkiens
Tol kiens writings we must look
deeper avoiding facile interpretations along the way in the space that
remains 1I will briefly address three elements that will serve as keys to
understanding first the manner in which the stories were told second the importance of light and darkness and finally the contrast
between destiny and free will

on fairy tales10
tales
most of the early criticism of the hobbit and the lord of the
rings came as the result of misunderstanding reviewers attempted
kiens works in the same category as contemporary nov
to place Tol
tolkiens
els not realizing that his models were nineteenth century rather than
twentieth century
robley evans was one of the few early critics who perceived pre
bisely what tolkien was about
cisely
unlike writers of science fiction
tolkien relies upon the literary traditions of the past as well as upon his
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imagination as the sources for his fantasy he does not wish to break
with western culture or with the romantic tradition that knowledge
gives us power to change the world for the better the imagination has
enriched us in the past it can continue to do so not by throwing out
our inheritance but by building upon it and especially upon its familiar
1511
and eternally meaningful myths symbols and dreams tyll
paul K
kiens style
kocher too acquired an early insight into Tol
tolkiens
ocher
kiens facility rather than
and contrary to other critics lauded Tol
tolkiens
decried it tolkiens
Tol kiens real mastery as a writer though consists in his
power to establish for each individual race a personality that is unmis
undis
takably
takable its own A dwarf is as different from an elf as an ent from a
bobbit and all from a man and from one another further each race
hobbit
has not only its gifts but also its private tragedy which it must try to
overcome as best it can and it must work out its own often difficult
way of living with its peers all this imparts great variety and drama to
the epic within the broader movement of events 12
C S lewis is even more to the point in his review much that in
a realistic work would be done by character delineation is here done
simply by making the character an elf a dwarf or a hobbit
bobbit the imagined beings have their insides on the outside they are visible souls 13
max liithi
uithi
lithi in his little book on the nature of fairy tales clarifies
the stylistics associated with the traditional fairy tale and by so doing
describes in large measure Tol
kiens manner of telling his stories in
tolkiens
the fairy tale feelings and relationships are externalized sometimes in
a manner which for us is quite peculiar
the steady progression of
the action the dispensing with a detailed portrayal of the background
or the characters in the predilection for everything clearly formed in
colors as well as in shape the tendency toward extremes and contrasts toward metals and minerals cities castles rooms boxes rings
and swords and the tendency to make feelings and relationships congeal into objects so to speak and thus become outwardly visible all
these things give the fairy tale definiteness firmness and clarity the
fairy tale bestows on its hearer without him being aware of it something of its unaffected precision and brilliance 14
that tolkien was clearly utilizing the fairy tale as his model for
telling the stories of middle earth is easily discerned through his let
ters to readers to naomi mitchison he wrote the following of the
elves if 1I were pressed to rationalize 1I would say that they represent
really men with greatly enhanced aesthetic and creative faculties
greater beauty and longer life and nobility 15
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to michael

straight he provided this insight of course in fact
exterior to my story elves and men are just different aspects of the
humane and represent the problem of death as seen by a finite but
willing and self conscious person
the elves represent as it were
the artistic aesthetic and purely scientific aspects of the humane
1116
16
men
is
level
than
a
actually
raised
in
higher
seen
nature
to
tolkien describes the hobbits in related terms in a letter to milton
waldman the hobbits are of course really meant to be a branch of
buman race not elves or dwarves hence the two
the specifically human
kinds can dwell together as at bree and are called just the big folk
and little folk they are entirely without nonhuman
non human powers but are
represented as being more in touch with nature the soil and other
living things plants and animals and abnormally for humans free
from ambition or greed of wealth they are made small little more
than half human stature but dwindling as the years pass partly to
exhibit the pettiness of man plain unimaginative parochial man
though not with either the smallness or the savageness of swift and
mostly to show up in creatures of very small physical power the amazing and unexpected heroism of ordinary man at a pinch 17
the external devices used to distinguish races and individuals are
legion and can be found in every aspect of the narrative including the
nature of dialogue the development and uses of racial scripts and the
phonological and grammatical differences among the languages of all
the speaking creatures of middle earth 18 these are in association with
the obvious racial preferences exhibited toward nature light history art
and wealth that almost every reader senses as he or she reads the books

light and dark
Tol
kiens use of light and dark is so patently obvious in the text of
tolkiens
his books that it is almost embarrassing to mention the subject 1I do
so however without trepidation knowing that the first blush is not
always the best nor the most revealing anyone who is familiar with
the volumes published by christopher tolkien after his fathers death
is unavoidably aware of how profoundly the concept nourishes the
overall creation of middle earth A few examples gleaned from the sil
illion should whet the appetite
marillion
mar
carillion
the elves are divided into classes of families dependent upon how
far to the west they migrated after having been awakened at the waters
kiens
tolkiens
of cuivienen in the uttermost east the valar the gods of Tol
mythology invited the elves to join them in aman some were
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frightened by melkor and would not answer the call they became
known along with others as the moriquendi literally the dark
elves those who made their way across the wide expanse of middle
earth to the great sea and from thence to aman the glorious city of
the valar became known as the calaquendi literally the light elves
those who hesitated at the great sea and would not cross were the
sindar or grey elves the woodland elves became known as the
laiquendi or green elves referring to the predominant color with
which they were most comfortable
istari too were categorized by color saruman
saruhan and eventuthe astari
gandalf
ally gandalfa
Gandalf is called the white who stood at the head of the council
gandalfa was the grey until his death and resurrection in moria
gandalf
radegast the brown is clearly of a different mentality or orientation
radgast
gandalf and saruman
Sa ruman as his color indicates we are told elsethan are gandalfa
saruhan
iskari
where that the original 1stari
istari who came into the world were five in
number the remaining two having the color blue they went into the
dark east and were never heard of again an entertaining exercise
would be to attempt to determine the character traits of thorin oak
enshield and his traveling companions in the hobbit by the
classification given by the color of their respective hoods
the languages of middle earth are light sensitive as well A simple
scanning of the ring inscription in comparison with any of the high
elven speech will reveal that the elves favored front vowels i e a and
the speakers of black speech preferred back vowels o u A diligent
study will reveal that tolkien chooses consonants for his various lan
guages
grages the same way dependent upon their affinity with light
galadriel
adriel is used at minas carith
interestingly enough the glass of Gal
cirith by
both frodo
brodo and sam to fend off evil both speak a language they do
not know in evoking the power of the star glass yet prodo speaks in
Sin
darin Is tolkien not revealing something
sindarin
high elven and sam in sindayin
of his conception of the two characters by so doing clearly he is
mordor
bordor is of course the quintessential place of darkness in mid
dle earth followed closely by the corruption that saruman
saruhan made of
galadriel
lorien the golden wood of Gal
adriel and rivendale
lothlorien
isengard Loth
eiven are the counterpoints of light the
the home of eirond
elfond half elven
elrond
singular quibble that I1 have with the otherwise brilliant filming of the
fellowship of the ring is that both rivendale and lothlorien
Loth lorien are
sometimes portrayed as dark with a kind of blue patina and some
what somber Tol
kiens conception in the narrative is far more golden
tolkiens
and festive all in all
0
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destiny and free will
kiens creation is his fundamental
tolkiens
at the heart of Tol

acceptance of

well developed theology of catholicism his is
and belief in the welldeveloped
unflinching when it comes to the underlying principles by which his
characters are motivated the assumptions by which decisions are
made and by which powers rise and fall some of these principles are
Tol kiens views on the moral
more easily illustrated than others tolkiens
agency of man for example can be articulated by two major episodes
fellowship
fellowsbip
bip of the ring
in the Fellows
brodo and gan
in the second chapter the shadow of the past frodo
dalf discuss the nature and history of the ring which has come to
brodo
frodo through an extraordinary chain of events though consistent
with the whole conception of the fairy tale genre it is a little unnerving to brodo
frodo and to the reader to discover that the ring has a will of
its own

lmay
A ring of power looks after itself frodo
brodo amay
jmay
it may slip off treacherously but its keeper never abandons it at most he plays with the
idea of handing it on to some one elses care and that only at an
early stage when it first begins to grip but as far as 1I know bilbo
alone in history has ever gone beyond playing and really done it
he needed all my help too and even so he would never have just
forsaken it or cast it aside it was not gollum frodo
brodo but the ring
him
itself that decided things the ring left bim

what just in time to meet bilbo

ore have suited it better
orc

it is no laughing matter

said brodo
frodo

gandalfa
Gan dalf
said gandalf

not

wouldnt an
for you

it was

the strangest event in the whole history of the ring so far bilbos
arrival just at that time and putting his hand on it blindly in the
dark 19

here then

we have characters that seem to be manipulated
pawns that are swept into orbit around the near omnipotence of the

ring of power and what once seemed mere happenstance turns to
malignant purpose As in the contrast between light and dark however Tol
kiens characters become aware that in opposition to the dark
tolkiens
power there is another force one for good in the world
was more than one power at work frodo
brodo the ring was
isildurs
trying to get back to its master it had slipped from Isil
durs hand
d6agol
deagel
and betrayed him then when a chance came it caught poor deagol
and he was murdered and after that gollum and it had devoured
him it could make no further use of him he was too small and

there
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mean and as long as it stayed with him he would never leave his
deep pool again so now when its master was awake once more and
mirkwood
wood it abandoned golkirkwood
sending out his dark thought from Mirk
lum only to be picked up by the most unlikely person imaginable
bilbo from the shire

behind that there was something else at work beyond any
design of the ringmaker
ping maker I1 can put it no plainer than by saying that
ring
bilbo was meant to find the ring and not by its maker in which
case you also were meant to have it and that may be an encouraging thought
said frodo
brodo though I1 am not sure that 1I understand
you but how have you learned all this about the ring and about
gollum do you really know it all or are you just guessing still

it is not

gandalfa looked at frodo
gandalf
brodo and his

eyes glinted 1 I knew much
and I1 have learned much he answered but 1I am not going to
give an account of all my doings to you the history of glendil
elendil and
isildur and the one ring is known to all the wise your ring is
fire writing alone apart from
shown to be that one ring by the firewriting
any other evidence 20

the opposing

powers hinted at here become more clearly defined
later in the narrative at the bridge of
ofkhazad
khadad dum together with the
khazad
ores and trolls a balrog
balrig assaults the fellowship notice the contrasts
gandalfa gives to himof light and dark and particularly the titles that gandalf
self and the balrog
balrig
gandalfa stood in the middle of the
the bridge gandalf
span leaning on the staff in his left hand but in his other hand
Glam dring gleamed cold and white his enemy halted again facglamdring
ing him and the shadow about it reached out like two vast wings
it raised the whip and the thongs whined and cracked fire came
gandalfa stood firm
from its nostrils but gandalf

balrig reached
the balrog

you cannot pass

he said the ores stood still and a dead
silence fell 1 I am a servant of the secret fire wielder of the flame
anor you cannot pass the dark fire will not avail you flame of
sofanor
of
ofanor
audun go back to the shadow you cannot pass
udun

balrig made no answer the fire in it seemed to die but
the balrog
the darkness grew it stepped forward slowly on to the bridge and
suddenly it drew itself up to a great height and its wings were
gandalfa could be seen glimmering
spread from wall to wall but still gandalf
in the gloom he seemed small and altogether alone grey and bent
like a wizened tree before the onset of a storm

from out of the shadow a red sword leaped flaming
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Glam
dring glittered white in answer
glamdring

there was a ringing clash and a slab of white

fire

balrig fell
the balrog

back and its sword flew up in molten fragments the wizard swayed
on the bridge stepped back a pace and then again stood still

you cannot pass

with

a

he said

bound the balrog
balrig leaped full upon the bridge its whip

whirled and hissed

he cannot stand alone
along the bridge

gondor

glendil
Elen dil
elendil

cried aragorn suddenly and ran back
gandalflfl
he shouted 1 I am with you gandalal
Gandal

bogomir and leaped after him
cried boromir

at

gandalf lifted his staff and crying aloud he
that moment gandalfa
smote the bridge before him the staff broke asunder and fell from
his hand A blinding sheet of white flame sprang up the bridge
cracked right
eight at the balrogs feet it broke and the stone upon
which it stood crashed into the gulf while the rest remained
poised quivering like a tongue of rock thrust out into emptiness
terrible cry the balrog
balrig fell forward and its shadow
plunged down and vanished but even as it fell it swung its whip
and the thongs lashed and curled about the wizards knees dragging him to the brink he staggered and fell grasped vainly at the
stone and slid into the abyss fly you fools he cried and was
gone

with

the

a

out and blank darkness fell
stood rooted with horror staring into the pit 21
fires went

bop
fellowship
bip
in the final chapter of the Fellows

of the

the company

king
ring
rin
rie tolkien demon

strates his preference for human agency even in the face of compulsion
and intimidation frodo
brodo has fled the distressing confrontation with
bogomir
boromir and finds himself at the summit of amon hen the hill of
seeing with the ring on his finger in the midst of an extraordinary
sauron and
ofsauron
vision of the lands of middle earth he sees the fortress of
all hope leaves him

and suddenly he felt the eye there was an eye in the dark tower
that did not sleep he knew that it had become aware of his gaze
A fierce eager will was there it leaped towards him almost like a
finger he felt it searching for him very soon it would nail him
chaw it touched it
down know just exactly where he was amon lhaw
brander he threw himself from the seat crouchglanced upon tol brandir
ing covering his head with his grey hood
heard himself crying out never never or was it verily 1I
youa
you7 he could not tell then as a flash from some
come 1I come to yon
you

he
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other point of power there came to his mind another thought take
it off take it off7 fool take it off take off the ring
rin
rinh
7

the

two powers strove in him for a moment perfectly balanced between their piercing points he writhed tormented
brodo neither the voice
suddenly he was aware of himself again frodo
nor the eye free to choose and with one remaining instant in
which to do so he took the ring off his finger he was kneeling
in clear sunlight before the high seat A black shadow seemed to
pass like an arm above him it missed amon hen and groped out
west and faded then all the sky was clean and blue and birds sang
in every tree 22

gandalfa
Gan dalf exercisbrodo
frodo will learn later that the opposing voice was gandalf
ing just enough of his own power against the effort of the eye so that
brodo
frodo could decide for himself this notion of being part of a destiny
greater than ones own life yet having agency to determine the nature
of ones own role in that destiny is not unique here the principle is
kiens work
found throughout the corpus of Tol
tolkiens

Cond
conclusion
usion

it is difficult to imagine a world more cynical and debased than the
one in which we presently live and it is clear that the worlds weariness
kiens works
derives from those two elements more than any other Tol
tolkiens
are fundamentally optimistic and assert that beauty and goodness will
ultimately triumph although there is an unavoidable price to be paid
Tol kiens works are stylistically romantic they turn the minds
because tolkiens
and hearts of the reader to a golden age a time of great prosperity
and peace a time of enlightenment while tolkiens
Tol kiens cosmology does
far distant history of middle earth it is the
include such eras in the fardistant
immediacy of the coming glorious fourth age of middle earth that
is ushered in with the destruction of the ring of power that is appealed
to throughout the narrative it is the return of the king that counts
in the end surely latter day saints ought to resonate with that
notion the stories of middle earth can be just as morally compelling
to the perceptive reader as tales told of the faithful ancestors battling
against terrible odds to bring sanity and grace into an otherwise
benighted world the writings of
ofj
ofaJ R R tolkien ought not to be tri
fled with middle earth and its denizens were conceived by a gifted
and educated mind to the intent that this earth might be a better and
brighter place in which to live or at least so that we might believe
that it can be and that is essentially the beginning of the journey VB
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